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The "Lost Ponds" of the Dishman Hills are

vernal ponds, meaning they dry up every

fall and re-fill every spring. Here in the

spring & summer you'll find a variety of

wildlife attracted to these wetlands

which provide excellent habitat for

amphibians, birds, and larger fauna like

deer. Make sure to stay on the trail &

leash your pets to be respectful of their

environment.  

Pond Ecology

The rocky ravines and wetlands of the

Dishman Hills were unsuitable for

development and considered

"wasteland" by those looking to expand

urban areas. In the 1960s high school

science teacher and DHC founder Tom

Rogers raised money to buy the first

piece of conservation land in the hills

that grew over the next half a century to

the 3200+ acres preserved for wildlife &

recreation we see today.

DHC History



The forests of the Dishman Hills are composed

primarily of Ponderosa pine and Douglas fir

trees. Current risks to the forest include wild &

accidental fires, urban development, and bark

beetle infestations. The bark beetle does play

an important role in forest ecosystems - eating

away at old, weakened trees and speeding the

spread of nutrients to new, growing

organisms. However, increasingly hot

summers and mild winters have resulted in

increased epidemics. Forest management

plans are key in preventing & mitigating future

outbreaks.

Here in Eastern Washington, forest fires are a

major concern every summer. Fires do occur

in the Dishman Hills, however through

proper forest management, fires can often be

beneficial to the forest as a whole and allow

for the removal of old & weak trees to make

space for stronger ones. Trees that survive

fires often become tougher for it, allowing

them to live through future fires. Wildfires are

a natural occurrence within our ecosystem

and with preparation & management they

can help improve forest health.  

Forest Health
Long ago, this area was once the western

edge of the North American continental shelf

on the Pacific coast and has since shifted

due to the movement of tectonic plates.

More recently in geological terms, the

bedrock of the Dishman Hills was carved by

the Ice Age Floods about 15,000 years ago,

leaving the distinct small cliffs & valleys

throughout the area that we see today. This

unique geologic composition allowed for

many different micro-ecosystems to exist

within the Dishman Hills, often only

separated by a rock wall or small valley.  

Fire Ecology

Geology


